Science

English - Non-fiction Texts
Numeracy

Following and writing instructions
Verbally giving instructions
Writing our own information books

To know that the push to make their rocket fly is a
force.

Sequencing and sorting
Fractions – to find half/quarter of an object
/amount

Using adjectives to write
Writing recipes
Learning how to use information books
Letters and sounds Phase 3 & 4
Spelling high frequency words

Capacity and volume- non-standard units of
measure
Time - Days of the week, time to the hour –
moon watch
Money – to recognise coins up the value of
£1:00

To recognise that when their rocket slows down and
stops there is a cause.
To identify different light sources, including the sun.
To know that darkness is the absence of light –
investigate the best material for blackout glasses.
Astronaut food – changes by removing and adding
water

Art/DT

To know which planets are in the solar system and
which one we live on and why.

Paper maiche planets
Design and build a moon buggy.

ICT

‘Zoom Moon

Marble pictures with ink

To understand why we need pictures

Autumn 2

Weaving with hot colours

To use a computer to draw a picture
Create a space picture

Class 1

Geography/History

Plan and create a picture for a
purpose.

Famous Explorer - Neil Armstrong
Researching the first moon landing
Music

Our local environment
Human and physical features in our
locality

PE - Games
Throwing – underarm and
overarm throws

PSHE & SEAL - Relationships
To understand what makes a good
friend and people special to them

To develop a sense of steady
beat through using
movement, body percussion
and instruments

To understand feelings of others

Space songs and rhymes

Anti-bullying week

Christmas songs and rhymes

Fair/ unfair/ right/ wrong/ kind/ unkind
Respect differences /similarities between
people

Listen to extracts from The
Planets (Holst)

RE
To have an understanding of the concept
of giving.
To know what is meant by the idea of
something precious.
To understand that not all gifts cost
money.
St Nicholas
Nativity story
Giving your heart to Jesus

